A CutList guide to Egger surface codes
Surface Code

Description

PG
PG

PerfectSense Gloss

PM
PM

PerfectSense Matt

The warm and silky feel is combined with high resistance and
Anti-Fingerprint properties to provide a high quality, matt
finish.

SM
SM

SemiMatt

A smooth, paint-like and untextured surface finish.

ST2
ST9

Smoothtouch Pearl

A mini-pearl texture, with a medium gloss level. This surface is
robust, very durable and is best used with uni and pearlescent
colours

ST9
ST9

Smoothtouch Matt

Used with uni colours and woodgrains offering a very soft and
natural feel. This texture supports the trend for matt surfaces.

ST10
ST10

Deepskin Rough

A highly authentic and realistic texture for solid wood and
material reproductions.

ST12
ST12

Omnipore Matt

This is an all-over pore with irregular distribution of linear
pores, and pores of various depths, which gives the surface its
natural look. A light sub-structure provides this surface with a
velvety, pleasant touch.

ST15
ST15

Smoothtouch Velvet

A smooth, flat surface finish with low gloss levels and low
maintenance. Works well with a wide variety of woodgrains
and material reproductions.

PerfectSense Gloss is characterised by its exceptionally smooth
and deep reflective finish.

Photo Detail

ST22
ST22

Deepskin Linear

A deep brushed finish with a matt-gloss linear grain. This offers
a realistic surface for linear woodgrain colours, giving them
more naturalness and depth.

ST27
ST27

Feelwood Elegance

The fine and linear, yet natural, texture is synchronised with
the grain of the Tortona decor to create an increadibly realistic
finish.

ST28

Feelwood Nature

This texture is characterised by its authentic feel. Knots and
planking create a natural feel reminiscent of solid wood.

ST29
ST29

Feelwood Ambiance

The texture has a striking, yet elegant appearance. It is ideal for
large applications to create a tasteful, sophisticated feel. It
traces the grain with soft recesses, creating a tactile effect.

ST30
ST30

Gloss

A smooth gloss finish, suited to uni colours and premium
woodgrains. For laminate, we offer a similar texture – HG –
that has a slightly different gloss level.

ST36
ST36

Feelwood Brushed

This surface exhibits a deeply brushed but very natural, matt
character that gives many different types of wood an
extremely authentic feel.

ST37
ST37

Feelwood Rift

This texture has an authentic solid wood finish, which is
emphasised with its synchronised surface on the decor series
Halifax Oak, giving the cracks and knots a tactile feel.

ST38
ST38

Feelwood Pinegrain

The texture displays a deeply brushed softwood appearance
with a high value pearl effect thanks to the matt and gloss
elements. The surface creates the look of painted or lacquered
solid wood when applied to uni colours.

ST87
ST87

Mineral Ceramic

This texture exhibits pronounced mattgloss effects, simulating
the surface and feel of a ceramic sheet.
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